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RINGING IN 2007 AT HAMILTON VALLEY
See Mammoth Cave reports, pages 10-16
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The Cartography/GIS efforts of CRF need
your assistance!
By: Aaron Addison
We have finally settled on how to produce the
Mammoth Cave map floor display for the 2007 NSS
Convention. The overall map size is roughly 60'x60'.
We had to abandon the idea of having a billboard '
printer produce the map (mainly due to cost, but also
on how to transport it!). We are printing the map on
60" wide rolls oflightweight vinyl material. The Convention staff is allowing us to use the basketball court
floor for the display . If you are going to be at Convention and would like to volunteer to help out with the
map assembly, please contact A
m.
Testing of the material has indicated that the map
should last through the traffic ofNSS and be available
for display at the CRF 50th Anniversary event to be
held at the Hamilton Valley facility. For more information on the event, see the CRF website (www.cayeresearch.org).
Initial cost estimates are around $3500 for the
purchase of plotter vinyl and supplies to assemble the
map. CRF needs your donations to make this event
poss ible. All donations to CRF are tax deductible . If
you are interested in donating, please contact the CRF
Treasurer, Bob Hoke:
CRF Treasurer
Bob Hoke
6304 Kaybro Street
Laurel, MD 20707

Cover Photos
The V ikings came to CRF! Elizabeth Winkler sent me
some photos she took on New Year's Eve at Hamilton
Valley. Two of these appear on the cover. Three others are on pages 6 and 16. Look closely at each image.
Yo u will see that they are really composites of individua l shots of the people taken in their Viking finest.
T hose of you familiar with Hamilton Valley will note
that several diffe rent parts of the facility appear in the
same image . These images clearly demonstrate the
magic of 21 st Century digital camera and Photoshop
technology .
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CRF Annual Meeting: October 7, 2006
Lava Beds National Monument, California
By Bernard Szukalski
President Chris Groves delivered the welcoming
message and opened the meeting with approximately
25 members and monument staff in attendance. Groves
introduced the new president Scott House, who provided a welcoming address .
Incoming President Scott House, whom most
know as the CRF Ozarks Operations Manager, stressed
that the CRF does nothing; rather it' s the incredible
members that compose the CRF that do. House also
noted that follow-through is important, and that the
CRF can accomplish anything that any individual is
willing to do. House also noted that he is looking forward to working with everyone this year.
Following Scott House's incoming comments,
out~oing President Chris Grove delivered his message,
notmg that Scott will bring to the CRF a very high
I~vel of engagement, and a great value to the organizatIOn. Groves noted that often the question arises - what
is CRF? The view is sometimes unclear within the
organization, less clear outside the organization.
Groves underscored a need to communicate the vision
for CRF, both within and outside the organization.
Next year is the 50 th Anniversary meeting, and
other events will be happening. There will be a series
of posters and other opportunities to move forward
with the CRF message. Groves notes that the CRF is
~dapting to ch.anges since its inception, and organizatIOnally there IS a need to be open. National level expeditions will invite CRF members from around the
country to focus on special projects . Groves underscored that we need to work hard to let people know
what CRF is in a positive way, and that public relations are important.
Chris asserts the job of being CRF president is
easy, as long as things are going well. And the reason
it has gone so well is because of the CRF Operations
Areas, which have really contributed and moved things
forward . But Groves also cautions that the Foundation
must move ahead; with relationships with government
agencies, and new and successful projects like Cumberland Gap . The Cumberland Gap Project is identified as the "poster child" for working with cavers and
agencies, and developing a high standard for work and
relationships .
Groves also announced that the new MOU with
~he Park Service and BLM had been signed, solidifymg CRF's long-term relationship with those agencies .
Groves also introduced the new Officers and CRF
Board of Directors, composed of:

President: Scott House
Vice-President: Joel Despain
Secretary: Bern Szukalski
Treasurer: Bob Hoke
Board members are: George Crothers, Joel Despain, Charles Fox, Joyce Hoffmaster, Pat Seiser,
Bern Szukalski, and Diana Tornchick .
Groves noted that the position of Vice-President is
a new one, and is to be associated with public relations
and management. And also notes that a new policy has
been instituted for the Board, with each member held
responsible for a portfolio of tasks and duties .
Stepping down from the Board are Chris Groves
Dick Maxey, and Pat Kambesis, who were thanked f~r
their contributions and dedication to the Foundation.
Six new Fellows of the Foundation were announced, and they are: Aaron Addison, Frank Everitt,
Kevin Glover, Tim Kohtz, John DeLong, and Cheryl
Pratt. Recipients of the CRF Certificates of Merit
were also announced, and they are: Frank Everitt, Ed
Knetsch, Georganne Payne, and William Payne.
In Area Operations news, it was announced that
Janet Sowers, who has managed the operations at Lava
Beds since 1989, has stepped aside to focus on other
responsibilities and that Pat Helton and Bruce Rogers
will ?ecome co-Ops Managers at Lava Beds. Incoming
President Scott House has also stepped aside from his
former duties as Ozark Operations Manager to focus
on his Presidential tasks. The new Operations Council
includes:
Pat Kambesis : Hamilton Valley Facility Manager.
Dave West: Eastern Operations
Pat Helton, Bruce Rogers: co-Ops Mangers at
Lava Beds
John Tinsley : Sequoia and Kings Canyon Operations Manager
.
Mick Sutton: Ozarks Operations Manager
Barbe Barker: Southwest Operations Manager
Following these announcements, LABE Superintendent Craig Dorman addressed the group. Dorman
has been at Lava Beds for 13 years, and has been a
strong supporter ofCRF throughout his tenure .
Dorman announced that he will be retiring at the end
of this year.
In his address, Dorman noted that the CRF relationship has been good and productive, though CRF
had a long history before he arrived. Back then, CRF
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was using an old house as a staging center for activities, one deemed no longer suitable for government
employees. Dorman arrived in 1993, and in 1994 during a fire training, the house was burned down. However the Park's General Management plan identified a
need for a research facility to be constructed in partnership with CRF. In April 1998 the park completed a
fund raising agreement which culminated successfully
in 2003, enabling the design to be completed and
marking the ground breaking for the new facility. This
project in particular was notable, as it marked the first
project that would be funded with non-federal sources.
Dorman also noted that visitor satisfaction at Lava
Beds is 99%, with the Monument's cave resources an
important part of that satisfaction and with the CRF
and the Park partners in that. Craig Dorman presented
Janet Sowers and Bill Deveroux with a plaque
mounted on rock, and dedicated to CRF members and
partners who donated time, energy and funds to the
new research facility.
Following the meeting, several presentations were
enjoyed. LABE's Shane Fryer and Jason Mateljak
covered cave reconnaissance work in the Park, with
teams of 3 to 5 people with GPS devices running
tracks while looking for new caves. At LABE a cave is
defined as having a length of at least 40 feet, unless it
has some other significance. During the recon work
3,532 acres were covered, with a total of 532 manmiles walked. A total of 190 new caves were discovered, with an additional 157 finds too small to be categorized as a cave, but potentially having other significance. This brings the total number of caves in the
Park to 692.
Outgoing LABE Operations Manager Janet
Sowers covered "Fifteen Years of Fun" at Lava Beds,

delivering a recap of project work over the years. John
Tinsley added to the LABE project news, covering his
monitoring project of dust at selected caves throughout
Lava Beds. The studies showed that dust accumulations were caused by trail materials used in the cave,
which are now being retrofitted with trail tread.
Peri Frantz detailed work on the Valentine Cave
virtual tour, an interactive exhibit now used in the visitor center. The virtual tour, built by Bill Frantz using
Quicktime for Java, incorporates a cave map with 360degree photos, sound, and photos.
Scott House's program covered Ozark Operations
Area activities, including a historical retrospective on
project activities. In the Ozark National Scenic Riverways in 1980 there were 78 known caves. The area
became an official CRF project in the mid-80s. Today
over 300 caves have been documented. House also
covered activities in the Mark Twain National Forest,
Buffalo National River, and also contributions to the
Missouri cave database with over 6,200 entries to date.
Chris Groves covered recent karst water research
in southwest China, a project that he has been involved
in for many years. The karst area covers nearly
500,000 square kilometers, with a population of over
100 million people. Groves provided details on research and caving activities for the project, which received USAID funding in 2006. The overall goals are
to create new research facilities including a GIS lab,
provide training for Chinese researchers, and to improve the quality of life and health for the Chinese
living on the karst.
Wrapping things up, Bern Szukalski delivered a
presentation covering caves and ongoing project work
in California's Mojave National Preserve.

Nominations for CRF Fellowship and Certificates of Merit
Following are brief descriptions of the nominees for
CRF Fellowships and Certificates of Merit, which
were awarded at the 2006 CRF Annual Meeting.

to insure CRF's compliance with their survey standards. He has also headed the photo monitoring projects for the BLM at Fort Stanton and Torgac Caves.

In the Guadalupes and Carlsbad Caverns area, Barbe
Barker nominated the following CRF members for
recognition:

Tim Kohtz for a Fellowship within CRF. Tim has
been a valued sketcher at CCNP for many years. His
attitude and outstanding abilities have been a great
contribution to CRF.

Frank J. Everitt for Fellowship within CRF. Frank
has shown outstanding leadership skills while teaching
conservation and restoration techniques. He has consistently carried out the tasks within the Challenge
Cost Share Agreements between CRF and the BLM.
He works tirelessly on behalf of CRF SW Region.
Kevin Glover for a Fellowship in CRF. Kevin has
headed the survey projects at CCNP for many years
and worked diligently with the Cave Resource Office

Ed Koetsch for a Certificate of Merit. Ed carried
out an extraordinary engineering feat in the Long Fellow's Bathtub restoration project.
Frank Everitt for a Certificate of Merit. Frank
wrote the proposal for the Long Fellow's restoration
project, which was approved by the CCNP Cave Resource Office. He also helped carry out the extraordinary engineering feat of carrying it out.
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Geore:anne Payne for a Certificate of Merit. Georganne consistently leads trips, teaches restoration techniques, organizes food and is a leader at each expedition.

John DeLong for a Fellowship in CRF. John serves
as an expedition leader and cartographer for Eastern
Operations and has taken on the thankless task of Contributions Coordinator at the national level.

William Payne for a Certificate of Merit. William
consistently teaches restoration techniques, does visitor interpretations for hours without complaint and
works tirelessly on our newsletter.

Cheryl Pratt for a Fellowship in CRF. Cheryl works
primarily at Cumberland Gap National Historical Park,
has attended nearly every expedition since the project's beginning, and has proven to be one of the most
productive participants in Gap Cave.

Dave West presented these recommendations:

Aaron Addison for a Fellowship in CRF. Aaron
adopted and successfully brought the troubled GIS
project at MACA to a satisfactory conclusion, and has
taken the helm for the Small Caves Inventory at
MACA as well.

The dedication shown by all of these members reflects
great credit on them and on CRF.
The above nominations were approved by the Board.

Book Review
By Danny A. Brass
UNDER PLOWMAN'S FLOOR (2006) by Richard
Watson. Cave Books, Dayton, Ohio. Paperback, 224
pages, 6" x 9" format, ISBN 9-780939-748655. Available for $12.95.
There are almost as many reasons for why people
go caving as there are cavers. Probably they can all be
conveniently grouped beneath the general umbrella of
three major categories: exploration, professional pursuits, and recreational caving. Of course, no matter
one's primary focus, we all share a common love of the
underground and there is a varying degree of the explorer, philosopher, scientist, and recreational enthusiast in most all of us. It is for this reason that Under
Plowman's Floor, Richard Watson's thought-provoking tale of underground exploration, continues to
enjoy such wide appeal within the caving community.
Originally published in 1978, but recently rereleased by Cave Books, this work of fiction follows
the life of one hardcore expedition caver, from his
introduction to caving as a young man through his
growing, lifelong addiction to long-duration exploration in the previously unknown reaches of a huge Kentucky cave system. Suggestive parallels can be drawn
to early exploration in Kentucky's Flint RidgeMammoth Cave system. * 1 Inspired by the elemental
attraction of underground labyrinths, Fred Lawson
progresses from a nervous neophyte to the leader of a
major expedition, finally deciding that solo exploration
is where his true calling lies. As his protagonist
pushes beyond the conventional limits of his own endurance and comes to understand and accept the central driving force that now defines the nature of his
life, Watson also touches on some of the personal,

political, and philosophical aspects of Fred Lawson's
evolution as a caver. *2
In tracing the path of one man's love of caving,
readers should appreciate that this text does not represent a typical scenario of introductory caver training.
Rather, it follows a somewhat swim-or-sink attitude
towards novice training: throw a caver into the deep
end of the pool, so to speak, and ifhe doesn't drownand especially ifhe then comes back for more-he
probably has what it takes to be a "real" cave (i.e.,
someone ready to push himself to the limit in the service ofa greater good). To be sure, ifmy own introduction to caving had been with a group such as Watson portrays-for whom both responsibility and safety
underground seemed to have been only marginally
recognized concepts at best-my first trip underground
would likely have been my last. On the other hand,
maybe this just reflects the fact that I simply don't
have what it takes to be a hardcore expedition caver.
Although Under Plowman's Floor offers much to
interest the non-caving outdoor enthusiast, it might not
be an appropriate choice for everyone. Be that as it
may, in sharing your enthusiasm for caving with others, this book might not be a particularly suitable gift
for the hesitant, non-caving friend whom you may be
trying to tempt underground. Nor is it a text that you
would necessarily want to give to a concerned parent
or spouse as a way of responding to the common query
as to why one goes caving in the first place. Rather,
this work is best appreciated by experienced caverspeople already familiar with the many facets of underground adventure. For the latter, it provides both a
nostalgic look at years gone by as well as a look ahead
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at the many challenges and breakthroughs that underground exploration still has to offer.
Under Plowman's Floor has something fundamental to offer just about anyone with caving experience,
regardless of whether you are just an underground
weekend warrior or playa pivotal role in an ongoing
major expedition. It is a well-written and absorbing
book, offering readers a suitable measure of heartache
and ecstasy, triumph and tragedy. In exploring the
wonders, hardships, and sacrifices associated with
hard-earned underground discovery, the author highlights what it means to be totally committed to exploration and to the relentless need to touch the face of
the unknown.

*1 See Brucker, R.W. and Watson, R. A. (1987) The
Longest Cave (Southern Illinois University Press) for a
stirring account of this epic adventure in speleohistory.
*2 See Mitchell Jr., R. G. (1983) Mountain Experience-The Psychology and Sociology of Adventure (The
University of Chicago Press) for some interesting observations of climbers that may be equally applicable
to cavers. In fact, a review of this interesting title by
none other than Richard Watson can be found in the
June 1985 issue of the NSS News.

Park Reopens Historic Cave Tour Route
By Vickie Carson
(MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK-March 1,
2007) The complete route of the Historic Tour at
Mammoth Cave National Park reopened on Friday,
February 23. It had operated on a shorter, alternate
route since mid-November, following water quality
concerns for public health.
"The Historic Tour is a favorite with the public
and now we are certain that it is safe to return," said
Superintendent Patrick Reed. "Two things have
worked in our favor - regular monitoring has consistently shown lower levels offecal coliform and E. coli,
and we now have a secondary standard for exposure."
On October 26, 2006, a researcher found high
levels offecal coliform and E. coli in water dripping
into the cave, exceeding public health standards. As a
precautionary measure, tours into the Historic section
were temporarily cancelled; later a shorter version of
the tour was opened. Federal public health regulations
in place at that time only addressed bathing beaches,
where people would be immersed in water.

"The immersion standard was a poor match for
our situation, where people might or might not be
dripped on as they walk through the cave," said
Reed. "The U. S. Public Health Service and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention agreed
to set a secondary exposure standard, in line with the
Kentucky secondary standard, which is for jet skiing
and fishing. Recent test results have shown that we
are well below both the secondary and primary standards."
The park has established a sampling plan to monitor
levels of fecal coliform and E. coli along the tour
routes.
"It's important to remember that these bacteria
are normal components of groundwater," added
Reed. "We became concerned for our visitors and
employees when high spikes were detected. Our
actions will always be toward protecting our visitors
and park resources."
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I REGIONAL EXPEDITION REPORTS I
Ozark Trips, February - September 2006
By: Mick Sutton
This report includes input and some of the text by Jeffrey Crews, Scott House, Michael Carter, Gary Johnson and Bob Osburn.
February 6,2006: A large crew went to check out
a possible Indiana bat cave on private land in Ste.
Genevieve County adjacent to the Greasy Creek tract
of the Mark Twain National Forest (MTNF). An Indiana bat had been trapped nearby, a long way from the
nearest known hibernaculum, and MTNF biologist
Lynda Mills speculated that a known cave with a pit
entrance might fill the bill. The trip to assess and map
the cave was cut short when, somewhat to our surprise,
we found that there were indeed about 250 Indiana
bats in residence. Instead, the crew mapped a small
new cave on the adjoining MTNF property - A von
cave was a single simple passage about 35 ft. long.
The party consisted ofMick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Bob
Osburn, George Bilbrey, Dan Lamping, Randy Long
(MTNF) and Bob Gillespie (Missouri Dept. of Conservation).
February 20, 2006: Mick Sutton and Mike Cravens went to Round Spring Cave, continuing the public use caves inventory project. There was a small
cluster of Indiana bats in the entrance tunnel, also
plenty of grotto salamanders were present, but the
highlight of the trip came when we encountered a
troglobitic carabid beetle wandering around on damp
wood bait. The beetle strongly resembled the beetle we
had earlier collected from Branson Cave, a resemblance that was confirmed by taxonomist Tom Barr.
We therefore expanded the range of this interesting
new species from one cave to two.
March 1,2006: (Report by Jeffrey Crews). Jeffrey
Crews went to Bliss Spring Cave on the MTNF in Oregon County for a follow-up check on visitation. He
found that visitation is apparently increasing to this
pristine cave. Spent batteries were found in the cave,
which indicates not only recreational usage, but improper conservation ethics among some of those visiting the cave.
March 4, 2006: The Ozark National Scenic Riverways (ONSR) public-use caves project continued with
a trip to Jam Up Cave. Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan
completed a seasonal bioinventory. The cave had
flooded considerably since our previous visit, and all
evidence of gray bat use, in the form of small guano
piles, had been washed out. Bat use was modest - half
a dozen or so big browns and a pipistrelle or two. Terrestrial invertebrate life was dominated by lots of Meta

spiders. Stream invertebrate life was quite copiou.s,
perhaps owing to the infusion of fresh flood debriS .
The flooding has distributed more trash through the
cave, including several tires.
March 4, 2006: leffCrews and others went to
Bowlman Cave (MTNF, Texas County), An entrance
in a sinkhole leads to about 300 ft. of passage. The
cave seems to have a diverse fauna but no formal inventory or survey has yet been undertaken .
March 20-23, 2006: There was a multi-day effort
for the ONSR public use caves project involving a
class from Southeast Missouri State University led by
Scott House and Bill Eddleman. Mick Sutton organized the biosurvey aspects of this. We visited Branson,
Bluff, Bunker Hill and Round Spring Caves and collected a goodly amount of biological records. The
highlights were the discovery of additional specimens
of the new troglobitic beetle, one each from Branson
and Round Spring Caves.
April 1. 2006: Mick, Sue and George Bilbrey
completed the survey of Sloan Cave on the MTNF in
Howell County. The low stream passage split into
small branches, both of which ended quickly, but a
parallel dry upper level complicated the survey somewhat. The total length of this rather unusual cave was
1300 ft. We also did some follow-up bio-survey.
Michael Carter and Max White went to Turnbull
Cave, a large cave in Douglas County. Almost all of
the cave lies beneath MTNF land, but the entrance and
first 100 ft. is on private land. The main purpose of
this trip was to locate additional small caves on MTNF
land in the hollow upstream of the cave. Four new
caves were found, which remain to be inventoried and
mapped.
April 10, 2006 : Three crews worked on Marvel
Cave, Shannon County. Bob Osburn, Andy Fr~e and
Ainia --- did some difficult sketch work to fill In the
mid-levels of the big room. Dan Lamping, Kim Chiles
and Tony Schmidt surveyed in the mazy lower level of
the main cave, leading down to the stream passage ..
Meanwhile, Scott House, Michael Carter, Max White
and Abbe --- took photographs and did some briefbioinventory in the upper levels of the cave.
April 15, 2006: Mick and Sue worked on the
ONSR public use cave project with the final trip to
Lost Man Cave in Carter County. This popular
"spelunkers'" cave had been broken into since our last
trip, and the lock was missing. As expected, th.ere was
a good deal of trash and spray paint. ~e examl.ned
almost the entire cave, adding stygobltlc amphlpods to
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the list of known fauna. Bat diversity was greatly reduced from the winter trip - only pipistrelles were
seen . We removed some of the fresh trash, focusing
especially on discarded batteries, but much more needs
to be done.
May 21. 2006: (report by Scott House). Following
a Missouri Speleological Survey meeting, a large survey crew consisting of Scott House, Dan Lamping,
Amber Spohn, Spike Crews, Andy Free, Rita Worden
and Joel Laws mapped and inventoried Bushwhacker
Cave in Texas County, which is approximately 180 ft
long. The cave is an abundant archaeological site and
for good reason . The entrance points west and catches
the late afternoon sun . There is plenty of flat floor for
sleeping space. The karst window or pit entrance provides a natural chimney underneath which have been
built many fires over time. A small stream passes
through the back of the cave, but sinks and reemerges
below the cave, providing a constant water source. The
cave would have been a perfect habitation site for long
or short-term usage. The name probably derives from
some Civil War-era usage by ne'er do wells. It would
have been a good hideout and camp site. It may also
have been used as a bootleg still site. The entrance is
all midden, which has been dug in by illegal excavators. Cultural material (chips, bone, and pottery) is
actively washing out of the disturbed midden. Cave
life was sparse, with crickets and unidentified spiders
in abundance. One very dead object was located but
could not be identified.
June 2, 2006 : During an Eleven Point float trip,
Gary Johnson, Wade Baker, Conor Watkins, Steve
Potter, Brian Payne and Ben Johnson checked some
leads in Little Hurricane Creek (MTNF, Oregon
County) and did some supplemental cave inventory.
They found Poison Ivy Cave, a small new cave, about
60 ft . long. A sketch map was produced and a biological survey completed. The main biological feature was
a large population of camel crickets. Further up the
Little Hurricane valley, Beaver Spring Cave, which
apparently has the local name Broadfoot Cave, is still
inhabited by beavers. The party then checked out Sand
Cave, further down the Eleven Point. They found that
the cave extended beyond the limits of the 1995 CRF
survey. Conditions were apparently much drier than
during the earlier survey, and they were able to enter
approximately 100 ft. of formally siphoned passage,
both along the main passage and in a side passage extending back towards the entrance. A supplementary
mapping trip during similarly dry conditions is probably warranted.
June 10,2006: Jim Ruedin and Dan Lamping
mapped Pyramid Cave and Sidewinder Cave along the
Eleven Point River (MTNF, Oregon County). Pyramid
Cave, previously known, was mapped for a length of

51 ft. The cave has an interesting main passage with
some speleothems. Sidewinder Cave, newly discovered in the same area, was only 20 ft. long.
June 17,2006: Mick, Sue and George returned to
North Fork Bear Cave along the North Fork White
River (MTNF, Ozark County). We started to tackle the
upper level mess. This is a complicated multi-level
maze of small, crawly canyons that overlie all of the
main trunk with numerous sometimes airy interconnections back down to the main passage. It is quite
nasty to survey, and we managed only about 200 ft. on
this trip. There is at least twice as much still to be
mapped . Some of the area we mapped this time had
not been entered before. One unusual biological observation was a Photurus sp. firefly drowning on a dark
zone pool surface. There are only two previous Missouri cave records for fireflies.
July 22, 2006: Mick and Sue made another trip for
the ONSR public use cave project to Branson and
Round Spring Caves, Shannon County. The main objective was to try to locate additional specimens of the
new troglobitic beetle we had discovered in both
caves. The walk in to Branson Cave was longer than
usual as there was a tree down across the road about a
mile back from the cave. We carefully checked all bait
stations, guano piles and other areas where the carabid
beetles may be expected, but drew a blank. We did
collect additional biological data. We proceeded to do
the same thing in Round Spring, with equally negative
results. The theory that the troglobitic carabids would
be more abundant when outside conditions are hot and
humid is not looking too promising.
July 29, 2006: A survey and bioinventory crew Bob Osburn, Dan Lamping, Tony Schmidt, Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan - worked on Carter Cave, a large,
multi-level cave on the MTNF in Barry County
(Southwestern Missouri). The lower entrance, normally sumped, was open and blowing air. Mick and
Sue went in that way to inventory the entrance passage, then returned to help Bob map the wet entrance
while Dan and Tony took the dry way in, rigging and
mapping the 70 ft. pit from the upper level entrances.
The lower entrance passage remained quite wet for
300-400 ft., with minimum airpace about one foot,
more generally about 2 ft. The two surveys were tied
together by Bob, Tony and Dan, who then continued
the upstream survey while Mick and Sue went off to
inventory the rest of the cave. The cave is another of
the area's enigmatic mining sites - a good deal of industrial archeology remains, including wooden shoring, remains of wooden platforms, a wheelbarrow, old
batteries, oil cans, a pump, lots of blasting cord, shotholes, etc. Wildlife included three species of salam ander and stygobitic isopods, but reports that the cave
may be a fish site were not confirmed - it seems like
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an unlikely fish stream, and indeed, we saw no such.
The most remote section of the cave is entirely excavated, and none too stable.
August 5,2006: Mick and Sue did the final trips
to Jam Up Cave and Bunker Hill Cave for the ONSR
public-use caves project, and we managed to plug a
few holes in the coverage. Fontigens aquatic snails had
a previous record for Jam Up Cave but we had never
seen them. This time, they were abundant. Interestingly, there seem to be two distinct populations - a
larger, heavily pigmented population in the main
stream at the Middle Entrance, and a smaller, almost
unpigmented population in an inlet passage at the
River Entrance. The same inlet also had large numbers
of small Caecidotea isopods, not previously recorded
for Jam Up Cave. The Middle Entrance guano area,
washed out in a flood prior to the 3/4/06 trip, had not
been replenished, so gray bats did not use the cave this
spring. Probably it's a transitional bat cave in fall only.
In a side passage in the upstream Middle Entrance, just
in total darkness, were several small clusters of gray
bats, II bats in total - the first time gray bats, (as opposed to guano) have been recorded for Jam Up. They
had not been there long, as there was almost no fresh
guano beneath the roosts.
In Bunker Hill Cave census areas were counted
and macrofauna noted from the entrance to just above
the waterfall, not far into the dark zone. One surprise
was the paucity of stream fauna. No Fontigens snails
were seen this time, although they were abundant in
Jam Up Cave. So seasonality in Fontigens is apparently not a simple matter of the calendar date. The
sand-bottomed rimstone pools had large numbers of
small Eurycea salamander larvae - evidently, the pools
are a breeding site. Another slightly surprising find
was the presence of two big brown bats in twilight.
August 10, 2006: Mick Sutton did the final trip for
the ONSR public-use caves project, an inventory of
Bluff Cave, Shannon County. The cave had a high
diversity oftlies and zero bats. There were a few salamander larvae and one adult cave salamander in the Pit
Passage pool.
August 20, 2006: Andy Free and others did a follow-up trip to Merrill Cave (MTNF, Pulaski County).
They found visitation problems continuing with more
digging in the entrance midden and below the entrance
along the stream.
August 26, 2006 : Sue and Mick helped with the
annual YMCA Becoming an Outdoors Woman introduction to caving course. The site, as usual, was Susan
Cave (no relation) in Washington County, and we had
seven enthusiastic participants. The course had been
rearranged to take place earlier in the season than the
last several years, so there was no problem with potentially disturbing Indiana bats this time. We took the

seven participants slowly through the first 100 m of
the main passage together with the whole of the first
extremely gloopy side passage, examining critters and
wildlife signs along the way. Along the main trunk
were about half a dozen areas of relatively fresh
guano, mostly underlying small ceiling domes - at a
guess, a couple of dozen bats would be sufficient to
account for the amount. The only bats seen were two
pipistrelles and two unidentified Myotis sp . We were
also able to show some cave salamanders and a good
deal of small-scale invertebrate biology.
September 2, 2006: There was a trip to map Coldwater Spring Cave, recently found to be an Indiana bat
site, on private property adjacent to the MTNF Fredericktown District in Ste. Genevieve County. Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan were ably assisted by Lynda Mills
(MTNF) and Tom Mills (on his first wild caving trip).
The notion was to get the cave mapped and a general
bioinventory done before hibernation season for the
Indiana bats set in. We didn't quite succeed in this, as
a cluster of bats were present at the left-hand end of
the cave on the ceiling of a high dome - much too high
to see clearly, but were most likely Indianas. The cluster was about I II 0 of a square meter. If these were
indeed Indianas, that would translate to about 300 bats,
comparable to the number seen last February, estimated at 250 . There was a thin scattering of fresh
guano beneath the roost, implying that the bats had not
been there long. The cluster was high enough and isolated enough (and already had a light shone at them)
that we decided to go ahead and get the map done,
dealing with the longer right hand end first. After finishing that, it took two shots and a splay shot to do the
left end. We worked quickly and quietly, and were
encouraged that the bats had not so far been aroused
by having been spotlighted some hours earlier.
September 16, 2006 : Mick Sutton and Jim Ruedin
worked on the bioinventory of Onyx Cave (MTNF,
Pulaski County). The objective was to examine the
long southern passage, which had not been looked at
in previous surveys. Deep glutinous mud made for
very slow travel. Conditions were relatively dry, with
no stream flow and stretches with no surface water.
This actually made for harder going, as the slightly
drier mud was even more adhesive than the saturated
mud. Food sources, and consequently wildlife, were
sparse. We noted a few small larval Eurycea salamanders and two larger larval grotto salamanders in the
numerous static pools, also on the banks a cave salamander and one that didn't quite relate - possibly a
!ucifugal !ongicauda hybrid. Bat use was limited - we
saw a few pipistrelles and one long-eared bat. Flyways
had small amounts of very thinly scattered guano. The
breakdown choke at the end had some air flow into it,
but no wildlife indications at all of near-surface condi-
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tions. Despite the unending slop, the passage is very
well decorated, including some nice patches of small
helictites and some very unusual stalactiflat-like features .
September 16,2006: (report by Bob Osburn). Bob
Osburn, Bryan Sides, Jeremy Stayton and Isaac Stayton continued the survey of Hamilton Cave (MTNF,
Phelps County), with the objective ofknocking off as
many of the remaining small leads as practical. 1) We
went to the maze and poked around for a while. I now
understand the magnitude of the problem ifnot the
total solution. It consists of a north and a south passage
with numerous connections, most too small for human
traffic. 2) We started from the final room of the maze
and took the right hand lead first. It went about 100
feet to a collapse termination. Most of this was about
body size or Osburn minimum-fit size with a final
room about 20 feet across and 4 feet high . This took us
a very long time - it was hard surveying especially
with novice surveyors. We surveyed a total of 130
feet. A second short survey was done into an ascending (45 degrees) crawl that goes up about 10 feet to a
small dome chamber with a little f1owstone. This also
totaled 130 feet. 3) We then packed our tents and
went to have a look at the pit in preparation for a descent at some time in the future . 4) Three environ-

mental notes. The cave seems to have been found by
locals and CHARLIE saw fit to paint his name with
white paint in foot high letters. Some one may have
flagged a route to the cave. I removed as much of the
flagging as I ran across. Secondly, it seems to have a
goodly population of grotto salamanders. We saw
seven of them minimum on our way back to check the
pit. They were all crawling around on mud in the part
of cave where the sticky mud is. Third, there was a
sprinkling of fresh guano present everywhere we went.
It seems there are feeding bats using most of the cave.
September 16,2006: (report by Scott House). The
evening following the Missouri Speleological Survey
meeting, Scott House, James Corsentino, Jeff Crews,
Dan Lamping, Joel Laws, Jeff Page, Amber Spohn and
Emily McDonnell camped out at Onyx Cave and
worked on a survey and inventory of Boiling Spring
Cave. This trip focused on making a new map. The
old map, from 1978, lacked detail. The cave was remapped to a length of255 ft. A group of about six
gray bats were clustered in a ceiling pocket. One cave
salamander was noted in the same area. Eastern wood
rats apparently use the cave as evidenced by scat and
leaf piles. Otherwise a few Meta ovalis spiders, cave
crickets, and dirt dauber nests were all to be found.

Mammoth Cave: April Expedition: April 21-23, 2006
By Expedition Leader: Joyce Hoffmaster
April was another small expedition with only 22
participants and pleasant weather.
John DeLong led Tom Brucker, Elizabeth
Winkler, and Janice Tucker to the (largely) appropriately named Agony A venue in a continuation of last
month's efforts. A total of 543.5 feet of resurvey was
accomplished to finish Agony Avenue. Contrary to the
trip leader's propaganda, the worst of Agony was not
past as two long pools of water complete with deep
mud were encountered and conquered. The A, S, and T
surveys were tied into but side leads may remain to be
done . This was Tommy's first foray into Agony and he
rewarded his cohorts by leading them out through the
Tight Tube and Bretz River.
Charles Fox led Daniel Greger, Laura Lexander,
and Boris Hysek down Columbian Avenue to the Sanford Shortcut. The area is a comp lex of craw Iways and
drains that consumed all their allotted time. There is a
continuation of the Sanford Shortcut to the left where
the climb down to the Storm Sewer heads to the right.
This was noted as an intriguing lead. A total of256.1
ft of new and 68.9 ft of resurvey were done and a bad
shot from a previous survey was corrected. The entire
area is very wet and muddy and Daniel and Laura were
thoroughly slimed .

Andy Free led Michael Carter, Steve Ormeroid,
and Judy Ormeroid to check leads, fix a couple of
compass inconsistencies, and re-sketch a complex
breakdown area near the end of Mayfield near Henry's
Dome. It was slow going crawling through breakdown
held in place solely by magic.
Rick Toomey led Ann Kensler and Tammy
Richardson to replace old survey and check leads beyond Parish's Pit. This crew was originally headed to
Logsdon River but an error in communication with Dr.
Kenworthy caused that trip to be canceled. There was
a total of 86.2 ft of resurvey in the old L canyon, to a
dome with no other humanly passable way out. The
upper leads in this dome could be seen but not reached
by this crew. Rick also climbed up further back in the
canyon between P3 and P4. Continuing at this upper
level might allow access to the high leads in the dome,
but Rick was unable to make the traverse. Checking
these upper leads will require a crew with climbers.
Peter Zabrok led Melissa Henderson, Bruce
Hatcher, and Matt Mezydlo on a long trip to the Northwest End of Roppel Cave.
I am grateful to my always marvelous camp manager, Carl Tucker. His Meatballs Diablo and vegetable
curry were enjoyed by all. Everyone else pitched in
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and helped and Bob Ward graciously met me to return
the keys. This was another fun expedition to run.
Candlelight River - John DeLong, Tom Brucker, Elizabeth
Winkler, Janice Tucker; Mayfield Avenue - Andy Free, Steve Or-

meroid, Judy Ormeroid, Michael Carter; Sanford ShortcutCharles Fox, Daniel Greger, Laura Lexander, Boris Hysek; Parrish's Pits - Rick Toomey, Ann Kensler, Tammy Richardson; Roppel Cave - Peter Zabrok, Melissa Henderson, Bruce Hatcher, Matt
Mezydlo.

Mammoth Cave: Labor Day Expedition: September 1-4, 2006
Expedition Leaders: Bob Osburn and JoAnne Osburn
The 2006 Labor Day expedition was large and
moderately productive. Forty-two people were around
enough to be charged fees, forty signed in and about
thirty-five actually went caving. Eleven trips were
fielded on Saturday and six on Sunday. About 3,500
feet of cave was surveyed, of which 1,675 was new
and about 1,850 was resurvey.
On Saturday Bill Steele led Diana Tomchick and
Will Harris back to try to finish the resurvey of Hunt's
S ink Pit. They put in 200 feet of survey along a ledge
that extends on both sides of the main pit but did not
manage to get into the passage that is clearly visible
across the pit about 60 feet off the floor where a pulldown sling is clearly visible. (In checking after the trip
Bill found out that the previous party had a very good
rock climber as a member and he had by some means
climbed up to the passage, provided an anchor for the
rest of the party who surveyed the passage to a breakdown terminus, rigged a pulldown sling and thus left
the cave. Plotting the passage relative to its GPSderived location shows that this far passage ends very
close to Francois pit and at the elevation of Sophy's
Avenue.)
Charles Fox led Rick Olson and Andy Free to
White Lightning Cave. They resurveyed about 100 feet
in the entrance room as it had not been done to scale.
They familiarized Andy with the way on into the cave.
Rick did a biological survey of the cave finding annelids, larvae, black flies, and a rove beetle. They found
a previously unnoticed Lee signature. Upon leaving
White Lightning they headed to Joppa Ridge to
resketch and survey Cotton Gin Cave. They attempted
to use a GPS to reach the location but were done in by
a lack of understanding ofGPS's and how to follow
them and a conviction that they knew where they were
better than the GPS did. Their conviction eventually
led them to Lee Cave which was approximately a half
mile too far west, as the GPS had been reporting. They
also found a small cave with a tight entrance.
For those of you that don't routinely use GPS's:
The GPS can tell you where you are and can point the
way to some objective if its location is known in appropriate coordinates. In that mode the GPS shows an
arrow pointing in the direction you should go, relative
to the top end of the device - which it assumes you are
pointing ahead of you. It generates this arrow based on
frequent satellite fixes and recalculations of its loca-

tion from which it can tell the direction it is traveling,
and hence the relative angle to where you asked to go.
If, on the other hand, satellites are scarce and it misses
a few locations, the arrow becomes useless. One can
still use the GPS but cannot rely on the arrow. Just
make sure the GPS has an actual location - that it has
enough satellites and is reporting its current location.
The "go to" function will then give you a direction and
distance to your objective. This will be correct assuming the unit really has a location. Use your compass to
point the way. GPS's routinely have trouble in heavy
tree canopy in summer, especially evergreens.
Ed Klausner, Elizabeth Miller, Tom Grant, and
Sarah Bettinger went out Ranshaw Avenue to Edith's
Avenue, checking off leads and confirming the need
for vertical aid at the 10-foot high lead at the end of
Edith's. Then they went to Violet City and surveyed a
breakdown passage near Ultima Thule for a total of
135 feet of new survey.
Elizabeth Winkler led Steve and Judy Ormeroid to
Bishop's Pit. They hauled four ropes through a vertical
area, drew a couple hundred feet of profile, and rigged
the next pit, but ran out of time and small people and
did not get down it this trip.
Bill Koerschner, Val Schmidt, and Joe Sikorski
headed to Congress Way in Roppel Cave. They surveyed several small leads for a total of about 500 feet
of survey. Their work included resurveying some of
Transgression Trail looking for a survey blunder and
passages around the Petrified Wood Passage. They
reported that the dome drain at F9 dome goes and is
not hopeless as had previously been reported. Peter
Zabrok, Dick Market, Matt Mezydlo , and Walid Labaky went to the far northwest end of Roppel Cave to
survey a new going canyon from Arrowhead Dome.
They were gone a very long time and surveyed several
hundred feet. Bob Lodge led Kevin Downs and Russell Conner to Pleiades Dome in Roppel Cave. They
accomplished 80 feet offairly hard survey and connected to another station of a previous survey off of
Lexington Avenue.
Bob Alderson led Frank Wilhelm, Matt Goska,
and Ann Kensler to Bridge A venue to continue the
resketch work there. The crew apparently preferred
resketching the main line to surveying a virgin crawlway. Travel was lengthened because the party failed to
find Banana Pass on the first pass.
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Rick Toomey led Karen Wi limes, Pat Kambesis,
and Boris Hysek into Crystal Cave to continue a crawl
lead past Floyd's Lost Passage. Some level ofbefuddlement overcame the party in the vicinity of Formerly
Impossible and they were unable to find the Flat
Room-the next way-mark. After spending some time
confused and refinding Formerly Impossible they decided to come out of the cave while they still could.
Jeff Crews led Mike Freeman, John DeLong, and
Ben Gallagher to survey from Candlelight River to
Lower Lower Gravel A venue . They surveyed 230 feet
and then came out an alternate way to learn routes.
Mike Nardacci was suffering from a game knee
and went to the James Cave restoration effort being
sponsored by ACCA. They removed a lot of debris on
both Saturday and Sunday and visited some other parts
of the cave as a reward.
On Sunday, Dave West led Karen Willmes and
Bob Alderson to Great Onyx Cave to survey some
small leads in the Attic Room and to try to continue
Jack Short's crawl. They accomplished 200 feet of
what they believe to be new survey.
Charles Fox, Rick Toomey, and Frank Wilhelm
worked on leads in Emily ' s Puzzle. The first, a crawl,
became too tight after 35 feet. The second lead was too
tight for Charles and the trip was aborted. Ed Klausner
led Elizabeth Miller, Matt Goska, and Tom Grant to
Violet City to draw profiles through Kaemper Hall and
check leads along the walls. A total of 375 feet of survey was accomplished in addition to the profiles.
Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, and Ann Kensler
headed to Cotton Gin Hollow to resurvey the cave,
which proved to be about 65 feet long. Other caves
were located and GPS'd in the vicinity.
Elizabeth Winkler led Diana Tomchick, Bill
Steele and Will Harris to Bedquilt Cave to continue
the resurvey. They accomplished 235 feet of survey
and reported that remaining work in the area will require persons smaller than the party leader.

John Delong led Amy Crews, Andy Free, and
Sara Bettinger to the T survey in Logsdon River to
mop up leads there. The first proved too tight even for
this meager party. It is known to go at least 250 feet
with no end known so a "small" party will have to go
back. The second had been surveyed for a hundred feet
or so to the beginning of a wet crawlway where it had
been abandoned when the party got too cold. A
squeeze guards the way. This party first checked ahead
as half the party declined the squeeze. They found
walking canyon after the crawl and returned. The reinvigorated party all got through the squeeze with proper
motivation and surveyed 350 feet through the crawl to
good going virgin walking canyon passage.
This felt like the lost expedition, but despite several setbacks a good bit was accomplished. It was good
to have going new cave in the river again. I delegated
more things this year and the expedition was easier to
manage. I do seem to have annoyed my camp manager
by micromanaging to the point that she declares she
will never do it again. I hope time brings her around
else I won't have a camp manager next year and your
diets will suffer.
Hunt's Sink Pit - Bill Steele, Diana Tomchick, Will Harris; White
Lightning - Charles Fox, Rick Olson, Andy Free; Ranshaw Avenue
- Ed Klausner, Elizabeth Miller, Tom Grant, Sarah Bettinger;
Bishop's Pit - Elizabeth Winkler, Steve Orrneroid, Judy Ormeroid;
Ruppel Cave - I) Bill Koerschner, Val Schmidt, Joe Sikorski; 2)
Peter Zabrok, Dick Market, Matt Mezydlo, Walid Labaky; 3) Bob
Lodge, Kevin Downs, Russel Conners; Logsdon River - I) Bob
Alderson, Frank Wilhelm, Matt Goska, Ann Kensler; 2) John .
DeLong, Amy Crews, Andy Free, Sarah Bettinger; Crystal Cave Rick Toomey, Karen Willmes, Pat Kambesis, Boris Hysek; Candlelight River - Jeffrey Crews, Mike Freeman, John DeLong, Ben
Gallagher; James Cave - Mike Nardacci; Great Onyx Cave - Dave
West, Karen Willmes, Bob Alderson; Emily's Puzzle - Charles Fox,
Rick Toomey, Frank Wilhelm; Violet City - Ed Klausner, Elizabeth
Miller, Matt Goska, Tom Grant; Cotton Gin Hollow - Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, Ann Kensler; Bedquilt - Elizabeth Winkler,
Diana Tomchick, Bill Steele, Will Harris .

Mammoth Cave: Thanksgiving Expedition: November 22-26,2006
Expedition Leaders: Bob Osburn, Charles Fox and Buz Grover
By: Bob Osburn
The Thanksgiving expedition was of moderate
size and reasonably productive, if a little chaotic. Dave
West, the scheduled expedition leader, became sick the
week before the expedition and was unable to report
for duty . Charles and I were called to fill in with almost no preparation. I had family obligations on
Thursday so Charles ran the expedition until I arrived
on Thursday evening. That said, we had an excellent
crew in attendance and all pitched in to make the expedition work . In particular we had an excellent camp
manager (Buz Grover) who kept everyone well fed

and thus happy . The expedition surveyed something in
excess of3,000 feet, 1,700 of which was new survey.
Peter Bosted arrived on Tuesday and went to
Wildcat Hollow Cave above Roppel for a few hours
and spent that time removing logs, sticks, leaves, and
other debris from the entrance. He managed to get it
open but declined to go farther as it would have required getting soaking wet. Peter and Heather Levy
returned on Wednesday prepared for a long trip surveying but found the cave wetter than it had been in
October. They removed another logjam about 200 feet
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into the cave. Further progress required getting very
wet so Heather valiantly forged ahead to check and see
how much worse it got. The next pool (which had been
the first one in October) required traveling on your
back with both ears in the water. This was past Peter's
limit. The trip was abandoned with the hope that the
cave will dry out over the next few months.
By Thursday several other people had arrived and
four trips were fielded. Peter Zabrok, Scott Bauer,
Heather Levy, and Peter Bosted went to Old Roppel to
continue an N survey from 30 years ago . A good deal
of route finding, scouting around, and other maneuvering was done but no survey. At least four people now
know the way there to what Jim Borden called a sporting down climb, and which this party called a fullfledged rope drop .
Stan Sides took Henry Grover, Buz's 14-year-old
son, to Diamond Caverns to continue sketching. They
worked in an area called Queen ' s Den. A page of
sketch was generated even though the trip was shortened by gastric distress.
Steve and Judy Ormeroid took Matt Goska and
Joyce Hoffmaster to Bishop's Pit and thence into the
new passages recently discovered under the Violet
City entrance area. They sketched and explored several
leads and mapped about 160 feet of new passage.
Bob and Dusty Gulden and Heather Levy went to
Great Onyx to continue working on a profile down the
main passage. About 1,000 feet of profile was drawn
and the party returned for turkey.
Dan Gregor, Charles Fox, and Frank Wilhelm also
went to Great Onyx Cave to survey small leads near
the end of Edwards Avenue. They completed about
150 feet of survey, 60 of which is believed to be new.
Eight trips were fielded on Friday. Dan Gregor
took Frank Wilhelm, Charles Fox, and Sue Hagan on a
trip up Lucy's Dome and on into an area above and
north of Marion Avenue. Unfortunately one of the
party members was feeling particularly unadventurous
and uncertain and declined to make the climb. Dan, in
an effort to salvage something from the trip, went to
the Hunt's Highway area in Emily's Puzzle to a climbing lead. Here he and Frank forged ahead up a somewhat dicey free climb into a high dome and meant to
survey and sketch it. They decided that they needed
more instruction before continuing the survey and as
there were the two party members waiting below they
thus only looked around. It is good they did as they
found a small previously unnoticed passage leading
into a complex set of virgin passages that promises
more. They left Frank's webbing behind as a means to
get down intact. Even so the webbing was muddy and
described as "very fast".
Mick Sutton led Jack Wood, Matt Goska, and
Kevin Market to Doyel Valley's Bridge Avenue to

continue the res ketch there. With minor detouring
(Hawkins Formation) the party found the previous last
station. Since they had a member of the previous party
they were able to correct an incorrect label and continued ahead to the obvious cliff top vista where the T
survey gets really large for a while. They resurveyed
about 800 feet of passage.
John Delong led Peter Bosted and Heather Levy
to a side lead off the beginning of the T survey that
some have been calling Teradactyl. It had previously
evolved from a wet crawl to going canyon and at the
furthest penetration by this party turned back into a
low wet crawl. Weather was wet and there was too
much water to push at that time. They surveyed 500
feet of new and virgin passage.
Bob Gulden led Preston and Shari Forsythe to
Great Onyx Cave to continue his profile work and they
added 800 feet.
Stan Sides took Norman Warnell, John Feil, and
Bruce Hatcher into Stan's Well to continue work on
that exploration. Several more feet of passage were
widened enough for human entry.
Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, and Joyce Hoffmaster returned to the new section under Violet City.
The region continues to be vertical, technical , and tight
but goes on. They surveyed 220 feet of new passage.
Peter Zabrok, Dick Market, and Scott Bauer
headed out on a 30-hour marathon to the far northwest
end of Roppel to an area beyond Arrowhead Dome.
They surveyed about 75 stations, estimated to be 600
feet but unfortunately reached a relatively definite end
for this lead. Other work remains in this area which is
only about 1,500 feet from the far reaches of Salts
Cave.
Bob Osburn took Henry Grover on a surface walk
to familiarize himself with entrance locations for GPS
work to be done at New Year' s. They visited Crystal ,
Austin, and Unknown Entrances and found the bench
mark TT29W at Frozen Niagarajust before dark and
returning to camp. They took the long way to Unknown by parking near Crystal, which works but is a
bit strenuous.
Five trips were fielded on the final caving day of
the expedition. Frank Wilhelm led Gary Resch and
Dan Gregor back to Hunt's Highway to survey some
of the things they saw the previous day . They surveyed
200 feet in the areas they had seen the day before, and
then into the new section. They looked around and
found a lot of going passages, some of which sound
exciting, and stopped the survey. They also stopped
Dan from going down an unclimbable clay bank into
gaping virgin passage.
Bob Lodge led Matt Goska, Roger McClure, and
Ralph Earlandson to several leads in Roppel. Several
data corrections and ties were made but the main ob-
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jective, a survey above Pleiades Dome, was abandoned
at the very exposed dangerous dome crossing.
Preston Forsythe led Jack Wood and Shari
Forsythe to Cox Avenue in Great Onyx to continue the
replacement survey. They chose the hardest to sketch
and Jack did a nice job on about 200 feet of resurvey.
Joyce Hoffmaster led Kevin Market and Heather
Levy to Proctor Cave to ferry ropes through the Proctor Crawl to support future work by Pat Kambesis .
Bob Osburn and Charles Fox accompanied them to the
cave as part of Bob's continued quest to visit those
entrances that were either hard to get to or he hadn't
visited. This was fortuitous as he was able to open the
lock when the party had given up on it. The Proctor
party accomplished their rope ferrying objective and
spent a little time lost looking for the Proctor Trunk
before exiting the cave.
Bob Osburn and Charles Fox continued Bob's
entrance visits by doing a long walk to Colossal,
Woodson-Adair, and Bedquilt and thence back to their
car. This included a mile long walk down the road. It

should be noted that the Woodson-Adair survey wants
attention from some vertically inclined individuals that
can get across the ledge and into the rest of the cave.
Many if not most parties entering this cave experience
amazement at the route, and then failure of nerve in
one or more members.
Wildcat Hollow Cave - I) Peter Bosted; 2) Peter Bosted, Heather
Levy; Diamond Caverns - Stan Sides, Henry Grover; Bishop's Pit
- I) Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, Matt Goska, Joyce Hoffmaster;
2) Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, Joyce Hoffmaster; Great Onyx
Cave - I) Bob Gulden, Dusty Gulden, Heather Levy; 2) Daniel
Greger, Charles Fox, Frank Wilhelm; 3) Bob Gulden, Preston
Forsythe, Shari Forsythe; 4) Preston Forsythe, Jack Wood, Shari
Forsythe; Lucy's Dome - Daniel Greger, Charles Fox, Sue Hagan,
Frank Wilhelm; Logsdon River- I) Mick Sutton, Jack Wood, Matt
Goska, Kevin Market; 2) John DeLong, Peter Bosted, Heather Levy;
Various Cave Entrances - I) Bob Osburn, Henry Grover; 2) Bob
Osburn, Charles Fox; Stan's Well- Stan Sides, Norman Warnell,
John Feil, Bruce Hatcher; Roppel Cave - I) Scott Bauer, Peter
Zabrok, Heather Levy, Peter Bosted; 2) Peter Zabrok, Dick Market,
Scott Bauer; 3) Bob Lodge, Matt Goska, Roger McClure, Ralph
Earlandson; Emily's Puzzle - Frank Wilhelm, Gary Resch, Daniel
Greger; Proctor Cave - Joyce Hoffmaster, Kevin Market, Heather
Levy .

Mammoth Cave: New Year's Expedition: Dec. 29, 2006 - Jan. 1, 2007
By Expedition Leader: Charles Fox
A total of38 people stayed in or passed through
camp and we fielded 16 trips for cartography and cave
art documentation. 522 feet of new survey was done
plus an additional 3,952 feet of resurvey. Much work
was done this year on the cave entrance location project, with GPS locations being obtained on nearly all
entrances, many of which were then tied to the cave
surveys. We were fortunate again with the weather-it
was mild with no snow or ice, although we did have
heavy rain on Sunday.
Bob Osburn spent several days before and during
the expedition working with Aaron Addison, Rick
Haley, Preston Forsyth, Tony Groves, and Dick Market getting high grade GPS locations for as many of
the entrances as possible. Although this took mUltiple
trips over several days, it' s counted as one trip here.
On Saturday, we fielded eight trips . Charles
Swedlund, Richard Young, and Mary Vermilion went
into Mammoth via the Historic Entrance. They worked
their way back to Ultima Thule and then back to
Gothic Avenue photographing various cave art.
Tom Brucker led Matt Mezydlo and Rick Toomey
into Ball Trail in Unknown Cave to tie up some loose
threads . They began by tying the GPS location to the
cave survey and then headed towards Ball Trail. Although that is reportedly a thoroughly unpleasant
place, they all returned with a successful survey and
without being too sore the next day.
The work in the connection area in Unknown remains a high priority, since this needs to be completed

before we can tie the maps of Mammoth Ridge to Flint
Ridge accurately. To this end, Spike Crews led Ralph
Hartley, Andy Free, and Gary Resch into the Austin
Entrance and to the Ropes and Pits area. They knocked
off another chunk of the necessary resurvey and much
work is still needed out there.
Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, Ann Kensler,
and Dan Greger headed to a newly discovered area at
the bottom of Bishop's Pit near the Violet City Entrance of Mammoth Cave. This area is a "very vertical" trip requiring four ropes so far. It continues to go
and to work its way lower into the system, and appears
to be a major drainage system.
Pete Rogers led Dale Andreatta, Joyce Hoffmaster, and Brian Signorelli to a drain system near Three
Spoons Inn in Unknown Cave. They paused at the
entrance long enough to tie the GPS location to the
cave survey and then headed into the cave. Since two
previous parties had aborted trips to the drain due to it
being a crawlway in mud and deep water, they took
wetsuits and succeeded in doing nearly 200 feet of
surveying lying in water. Unfortunately, they not only
didn't finish this nasty passage, but came back with a
new lead down there as well. Looks like someone will
be going back. It should be noted that this trip requires
a wet suit or it' s an almost guaranteed abort.
Ed Klausner, Elizabeth Miller, Sheila Sands and
Bob Hoke went into Roppel Cave with three objectives: find the routes to Arlie Way and North Crouchway, don't get lost, and survey something. They suc-
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ceeded in all three objectives and came back with over
1,200 feet of survey and didn ' t get lost.
Dave West led Karen Wi limes and Elizabeth
Winkler into Cox Avenue of Great Onyx Cave. They
surveyed a couple of pits including the one that once
had a tourist stairway in it as well as a small crawlway.
Charles Fox, Shirley Fox, Pat Bingham, and Bob
Osburn did a pair of short trips into the Carmichael
Entrance. This was to tie the GPS location at the Geological Survey benchmark across the road from the
entrance to the benchmark in the cave at the foot of
Rocky Mountains. It turned into two trips when they
misunderstood where the benchmark inside the cave
was located on the first trip and had to come back to
camp to get Bob and a better idea of the benchmark's
location to do the final shot. It took two trips, but the
tie was successfully accomplished.
On Sunday, another seven trips went out. The
threat ofrain had turned into the reality ofrain overnight, so some planned trips were cancelled, replaced,
or modified accordingly. Dave West returned to Great
Onyx Cave with Karen Wi limes, Janice Tucker, and
Dave Matteson . They surveyed through a small pit
plus a pair of crawlways off Cox Avenue.
Tom Brucker led Dan Nolfi and Andy Free into
lower Salts Cave to continue the replacement survey in
Chert Ball Dome. Some rather interesting climbing
was needed where they found a gap requiring fearlessness or foolishness to step across. Tom concluded that
the T7 to T8 survey shot was completed by throwing
the tape across the gap, and elected to resurvey only
what was safely accomplished. Crossing the dome
closer to the floor and climbing the far side allowed
them to survey to the vicinity of the old M4.
Chuck Swedlund, Mary Vermilion, and Richard
Young headed to EI Ghor in Mammoth to continue
documenting cave art. Their particular goal was to
relocate and document an eagle drawing. This was
successfully located and while Chuck was photographing it, Mary found a previously unknown drawing of
another bird in the area. The more you look for cave
art, the more you seem to find tucked away in there.
Steve Ormeroid led Judy Ormeroid, Johanna
Kovarik, and Ralph Hartley into Bishops Pit to continue pushing new cave there. They came back with
another 130 feet of survey and the news that there are
at least three leads left down there . They also reported
that this area is very wet when it's raining outside.
Ed Klausner, Elizabeth Miller, and Bob Hoke took
a ladder to the upper level leads above Bishop's Pit.
They climbed above the lip of Bishop's Pit and surveyed 117 feet before the passage got too tight to continue. There are no remaining leads in this passage.

Their next objective was the lead above Elise ' s Dome.
The ladder was way too short and they noted a few
good sized rocks wedged in at the spot where you 'd
have to climb up with no hints of how solidly wedgedor not-they may be.
Dan Greger led Aly Bowen, Gary Resch, and
Spike Crews into Emily's Puzzle to continue work in a
newly found extension of an upper level that appears
to be the master drain system of Kennedy's Domes.
One main goal was to replace a webbing handline with
a cable ladder for easier, safer access. This was successfully done and they still had time to do 100 feet of
surveying. The area was found to be very wet and the
lower levels there are probably not a healthy place to
go in heavy rain, so they didn't. There are now at least
14-15 leads in this area, so much work remains .
Charles Fox, Rick Toomey, Bob Hoke, and Joyce
Hoffmaster went on an evening trip to Salts Cave to tie
the GPS location to the cave survey. They waited until
very late in the day when the rain finally stopped since
no one wanted to survey in a downpour. Although a lot
of water was pouring into the entrance and the cave
gate tuned out to be extremely magnetic at fairly long
range, they were finally able to get the job done.
Special thanks to Janice Tucker, who served as
camp manager and Shirley Fox, who was my sanity
check and all around helper once again. Janice was
amazingly well organized and I appreciate her being
willing to step into the job when my first camp manager had to bow out due to a family situation.
Thanks also to Ed Klausner for serving as expedition cartographer and carrying that part of the load.
The entire group at the expedition deservers a big
THANK YOU! As always, everyone pitched in to help
as needed, but they went above and beyond this time,
knowing that we needed to leave Hamilton Valley
looking its best for an upcoming insurance inspection.
When we locked the doors, the place was neat, clean
and ready!
GPS Locations - Bob Osburn, Aaron Addison, Rick Haley, Preston
Forsythe, Tony Groves, Dick Market; Unknown Cave - Tom
Brucker, Rick Toomey, Matt Mezydlo; Ropes & Pits - Spike Crews,
Ralph Hartley, Andy Free, Gary Resch ; Bishop's Pit - I) Steve
Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, Ann Kensler, Dan Greger; 2) Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, Johanna Kovarik, Ralph Hartley; 3) Ed
Klausner, Elizabeth Miller, Bob Hoke; Three Spoons Inn - Pete
Rogers, Dale Andreatta, Joyce Hoffmaster, Brian Signorelli; Roppel
Cave - Ed Klausner, Elizabeth Miller, Sheila Sands, Bob Hoke;
Cave Art - I) Charles Swedlund, Richard Young, Mary Vermilion ;
2) Chuck Swedlund, Mary Vermilion , Richard Young; Great Onyx
Cave - I) Dave West, Karen Wilmes, Elizabeth Winkler; 2) Dave
West, Karen Wilmes, Janice Tucker, Dave Matteson; Cleaveland
Avenue - Charles Fox, Shirley Fox, Pat Bingham, Bob Osburn;
Salts Cave - I) Tom Brucker, Dan Nolfi, Andy Free; 2) Charles
Fox, Rick Toomey, Bob Hoke, Joyce Hoffmaster; Emily's Puzzle Dan Greger, Aly Bowen, Gary Resch, Spike Crews.
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Mammoth Cave: President's Day Expedition: February 16-19, 2007
By Expedition Leader: Scott House
This was a productive expedition with highquality people being on hand. Something on the order
of35 people took part, perhaps less. A number of others canceled due to wretched weather or just failed to
show. Ten field parties went out. A substantial number
of people stayed in camp and worked on cartographic
(data) objectives and meetings as planned.
On Friday, Spike Crews, Amy Crews, Masafumi
lai, and Mike Freeman went to Bretz River deep in
Unknown Cave where they resurveyed a substantial
amount of passage. This was to improve the Flint
Ridge survey net.
On Saturday, Dan Lamping, Joe Sikorski, Bill
Baus, and Eric Stahl went to Albert's Domes and put
in a deal of good survey and straightening out above
Albert's Domes itself.
Tom Brucker took Karen Willmes, Joyce Hoffmaster, and Dave Stahl to the entrances of Co loss aU
Bedquilt to tie in surface GPS points and then went to
fix survey in the Q Route of Bedquilt. They had a long
walk from the Hamilton Valley road to Colossal.
Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, Ann Kensler,
and Eli Winkler went into Violet City entrance of
Mammoth and tinished checking leads around Bishops
Pit.
Dan Gregor, Andy Free, Heather Levy, and John
Cooke went to Emily' s Puzzle where they finished off
a variety of surveys, checked off some potential leads,
and added more. This was a very muddy trip .
Charles Swedlund, Richard Young, Bruce
Jennings, and David Spence went into Cleaveland
Avenue and continued Charles's project of documenting historic drawings .
Paul Cannaley, Scott House, Rick Toomey, Stan
Sides, and John DeLong beamed into Frozen Niagara
and resurveyed an old survey line to a much higher
accuracy level. In this episode of Cave Trek, Captain
House, Science Officer Toomey, Chief Engineer Cannaley, and Doctor Sides all survived the trip, but Ensign DeLong was dissolved by a horta bearing acid
and will not appear in future episodes. (Also, Matt the
Rat who lives inside the entrance is insistent upon being fed and your day will go better if you just get it

over with. Do not leave any personal belongings near
his nest.)
On Sunday, Rick Toomey returned to Frozen Niagara and finished the survey line to Grand Central
Station, aided by Joyce Hoffmaster, Dan Gregor, and
Dawn Ryan.
John DeLong, Dan Lamping, Joe Sikorski, and
Fumi Iai also went to Frozen Niagara and began a resurvey of a middle level route that needed better data
as well as a better sketch.
Andy Free, Heather Levy, Amy Crews, and Spike
Crews went to Albert's Domes area where they fixed
some survey problems and worked on developing
leads in the dome complexes.
As with the past two Presidents' Day expeditions,
the bulk ofthe time people were working on cartographic goals. Some excellent personnel never got
underground because they were dedicated to getting
data straightened out. This includes: Ed Klausner,
Dave West, Bob Osburn, Mick Sutton, Pat Kambesis,
and Jim Greer. Some of the rest of us spent a lot of
time working on same. Much progress was made. A
major meeting on Sunday set a goal of having all data
into Walls by this summer. Honest. Much is already
there; help will be solicited at expeditions to get the
rest done.
Major thanks to: Dawn Ryan, who helped around
camp, did some cooking, and learned how to be an
expedition leader. Various people did scanning,
handed out keys, and so forth. Lots of people helped
cook, clean, carry firewood, and so on. Eli Winkler
took care of expedition finances and is very good at it.
Sorry if I forgot to mention someone.
Albert's Domes - I) Dan Lamping, Joe Sikorski, Eric Stahl, Bill
Baus; 2) Andy Free, Spike Crews, Amy Crews, Heather Levy; Colossel Cave - Tom Brucker, Karen Willmes, Joyce Hoffmaster,
Dave Stahl; Bishop's Pit - Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, Ann
Kensler, Eli Winkler; Emily's Puzzle - Dan Gregor, Andy Free,
Heather Levy, Jon Cooke; Cave Art - Charles Swedlund, Richard
Young, Bruce Jennings, David Spence; Frozen Niagara - I) Paul
Cannaley, Scott House, Rick Toomey, Stan Sides, John DeLong; 2)
Rick Toomey, Dawn Ryan, Joyce Hoffinaster, Daniel Greger; 3)
John DeLong, Dan Lamping, Joe Sikorski, Fumi lai; Bretz RiverSpike Crews, Masafumi lai, Mike Freeman, Amy Crews.
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2007 EXPEDITION CALENDAR
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited. Failure to
contact the leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.

ADDRESS CORRECTIONS
If you have changed phone number (i.e., area

code split), e-mail address, or have moved, please
send your information to:
Phil DiBlasi
POBoI126
Louisville, KY 40201-0126

THE CRF WEBSITE
www.cave-research.org
Contact your operations manager for the user
id and password for the members-only section
ofthe site.
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